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Inverter AC Pn:5.5-11kW, IP20 - Frequency converter
380...500V FR-A840-00250-E2-60

Mitsubishi
FR-A840-00250-E2-60
297572

1106,68 GBP excl. VAT**
plus shipping

 14-16 days* (GBR)

Inverter AC Pn:5.5-11kW, IP20 FR-A840-00250-E2-60 Mains voltage 380 ... 500V, mains frequency 50/60 Hz, number of input phases 3, number of output phases 3, max.
output frequency 60Hz, max. output voltage 500V, rated output current I2N 25A, Max. power output with linear load at rated output voltage 11kW, Relative symmetrical mains
frequency tolerance 5%, Number of analog outputs 2, Number of analog inputs 3, Number of digital inputs 12, With control element, Can be used in industrial areas, Supports
protocol for TCP /IP, supports protocol for CAN, supports protocol for MODBUS, supports protocol for DeviceNet, supports protocol for EtherNet/IP, supports protocol for
BACnet, supports protocol for other bus systems, number of HW interfaces Industrial Ethernet 0, number of interfaces PROFINET 0 , Number of HW interfaces serial RS-232
0, Number of HW interfaces serial RS-422 0, Number of HW interfaces serial RS-485 2 , Number of HW interfaces serial TTY 0, Number of HW interfaces USB 2, Number of
HW interfaces parallel 0, Number of HW interfaces other 0, With PC connection, brake chopper integrated, protection class (IP) IP00, height 260mm , width 220mm, depth
170mm, The FR-A800 series is pure high technology. This generation of frequency converters from Mitsubishi Electric combines innovative functions and reliable technology
with maximum performance, economy and flexibility. In addition to many other functions, the frequency converter also offers the option of vector control in the LD/SLD modes, a
braking transistor with 100% ED up to 55 kW, online autotuning for outstanding speed/torque accuracy, excellent synchronization properties with a synchronous motor, an
integrated STO safety function and a large number of digital and analog inputs and outputs. The FR-A800-E series of frequency inverters has a built-in interface for Ethernet
communication, enabling status monitoring of the frequency inverter and setting of parameters via the network. Caution: When connecting motors from 75 kW, an intermediate
circuit choke must be connected. The choke must be ordered separately.
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